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Abstract 19 

The influence of polymeric structure of polycarboxylate-ether (PCE) based 20 

superplasticizers on the intercalation behavior in sodium montmorillonite clay (Na-MNT) 21 

is investigated by performing in-situ X-ray diffraction (XRPD) on fresh, unaltered clay 22 

pastes. The use of this technique reveals the real influence of the PCE structure and of the 23 

PCE/clay dosage ratio on the expansion profile of the clay. This is not observed with the 24 

traditional XRPD methodology performed on dried clay pastes, which shows the same 25 
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values of d-spacing despite using polymers of diverse structures. It is observed that PCE 26 

polymers with long side chains and high side chain density result in larger expansion. 27 

Additionally, polymers with a high anionic charge saturate the interlaminar space of 28 

montmorillonite at a lower dosage. The experimental results also indicate that clay 29 

exfoliation is critical in the intercalation process and the exfoliation tendency of the clay 30 

is influenced by the structure of PCE polymers. 31 

 32 

Keywords: XRD (C), Polycarboxylate (E), Clay (C), d-spacing (E), Synchrotron 33 

radiation (C), Intercalation (D), exfoliation (C)  34 

 35 

1. Introduction 36 

The dispersing capacity and water reduction efficiency of polycarboxylate-ether 37 

(PCE) based superplasticizers is severally affected by the presence of montmorillonite 38 

clays (MNT) in the sands used for concrete production. This type of clays has the ability 39 

to absorb large quantities of PCE polymers through an intercalation mechanism of the 40 

PEG/PEO (poly-ethylene glycol/poly-ethylene oxide) side chains of the polymer [1,2], 41 

which is responsible for the partial or total loss of their dispersing capacity. 42 

 43 

The absorption behaviour of PCE-based superplasticizers on MNT clay has 44 

already been investigated by different authors using XRPD analysis on centrifuged and 45 

dried clay pastes [1,2]. These studies show almost no influence on the d-spacing of MNT 46 

clay when different structures of PCE polymers are used since the maximum clay 47 

expansion value always remains in the range of 18-21 Å and, in all cases, the average 48 

differences of d001 values within PCE polymers of diverse structures does not exceed 3 Å 49 

(the distance equivalent to one water molecule arranged in the interlayer of MNT clays).  50 



 51 

The intercalation level associated with the d-spacing measured by traditional 52 

XRPD on dried pastes corresponds to one monolayer of PEG/PEO (poly-ethylene 53 

glycol/poly-ethylene oxide) side chains intercalated into the interlaminar space of MNT 54 

clay with two coordination water molecules [2-5]. Since the net expansion of 3 Å is 55 

equivalent to a one single water molecule layer or to a one single monolayer of PEG/PEO 56 

side chain intercalated into the interlaminar space of MNT clay [6], it indicates that the 57 

same intercalation degree of side chains is inferred by applying the traditional analytical 58 

technique. Thus, this methodology does not allow to determine whether the structure of 59 

the PCE polymers has influence in the expansion behaviour of MNT clay that induced by 60 

the intercalation of side chains. 61 

 62 

Therefore, by relying on the experimental results from XRPD analysis performed 63 

on centrifuged and dried clay pastes, it should be concluded that there is almost no 64 

influence of the structure of PCE polymers in the intercalation degree of side chains. 65 

Nevertheless, fluidity tests for cement pastes containing MNT clay and PCE based 66 

superplasticizers shows significant differences in the paste flow loss for different PCE 67 

structures [2, 7, 8]. These experimental results confirm that the structure of PCE polymer 68 

has a more relevant role in the interaction process with the clay versus the conclusions 69 

deducted from the XRPD analysis on centrifuged and dried clay pastes. 70 

 71 

The objective of this study is to identify the influence of the polymer structure of 72 

PCE-based superplasticizers in the interaction process with MNT clays by performing in 73 

situ XRPD analysis on fresh, unaltered clay pastes. The authors previously demonstrated 74 

the methodology for in-situ XRPD characterization and the information that can be 75 



obtained for MNT clay expansion [6]. This allows researchers to identify increased 76 

intercalation degrees than those previously deducted by the traditional analytic 77 

methodology. It also demonstrates greater influence of PCE dosage on the d-spacing 78 

evolution.  79 

 80 

2. Research significance  81 

As far as the authors know, this is the first study using in-situ XRPD 82 

measurements on fresh, unaltered clay pastes to examine the intercalation mechanism of 83 

PCE-based superplasticizers in montmorillonite clays and the influence of the polymer 84 

structure in this process. Several investigations have previously studied this process using 85 

traditional XRPD analysis on centrifuged and dried clay pastes [1-5]. However, the 86 

conclusions extracted from the experimental results did not offer a clear view on the 87 

influence of the PCE structure in the intercalation mechanism. 88 

 89 

3. Materials  90 

3.1 Cement 91 

Cement pastes are prepared with cement type CEM I 52.5R. Table 1 presents 92 

oxide and mineral phase composition of anhydrous cement (expressed in wt. %) 93 

determined by XRF (X-ray fluorescence). The Blaine value reported in cement 94 

specifications is 4750 cm2/g. The measured BET-specific surface is 1.6 m2/g and the 95 

particle size (D50), determined by laser diffraction, is 10 µm. For the reproducibility of 96 

the experimental results obtained in this study, it should be stated that the amount of 97 

orthorhombic C3A of cement is very low, while its sulphate content is high. This feature 98 

is important when conditioning the levels of adsorption of the admixtures [9]. 99 

 100 



 101 

Oxide composition (wt. %) Mineral phases (wt. %) 
SiO2 19.60 C3S 58.9 
Al2O3 5.38 C2S 14.0 
Fe2O3 2.41 C3A total 9.4 
CaO 65.29 C3A ort/cub 99% cubic 
Na2O 0.05 C4(A,F) 5.7 
K2O 0.84 MX(SO4) 5.5 
MgO 0.82 Total 93.5 
SO3 3.34   
LOI 2.18   

Table 1. Oxide composition and mineral phases of anhydrous cement used 102 

 103 

3.2 Sodium montmorillonite clay (Na-MNT) 104 

The clay used in this investigation is a powder sodium montmorillonite (Na-MNT) 105 

sample. Oxide composition by XRF is shown in Table 2 (expressed in wt. %). The BET-106 

specific surface is measured at 49.5 m2/g (average of two measurements: 46.1 m2/g and 107 

52.8 m2/g) and the average particle size (D50), determined by laser diffraction, is 7.4 µm. 108 

A d001 value of 12.3 Å is deduced from its 2θ position at 7.2º in XRPD analysis on raw 109 

(dry) clay powder. This value is typical for Na-MNT clays with one H2O molecule layer 110 

inside the interlaminar space [10]. Some impurities are identified: 4.8 wt.% of quartz and 111 

3.3 wt.% of calcite, which explains the loss-on-ignition (LOI) value. The cation exchange 112 

capacity (CEC) value reported in product specifications is 105 mmol/100g, which agrees 113 

with the typical values for MNT clays [11]. 114 

 115 

Oxide composition of Na-MNT (wt. %) 
SiO2 TiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 MgO MnO NiO CaO K2O Na2O LOI 
63.12 0.01 19.88 1.37 2.33 0.04 0.06 2.24 0.44 3.43 5.97 

Table 2. Oxide composition of MNT clay used 116 

 117 



3.3 Polycarboxylate-ether (PCE) polymers 118 

Four different pure polycarboxylate-ether (PCE) polymers in aqueous solution are 119 

used (AA-1100, AA-2000, AA-3000 and AM-5800). The solid content and the structural 120 

characteristics of each PCE polymer are presented in Table 3. Complementary to the 121 

different PCE types, a superplasticizer based on calcium β-naftalensulfonate (Ca-BNS) is 122 

also used for comparison purposes. All admixtures are tested at an equal solid 123 

concentration of 20 wt.%, prepared by dilution with distilled water. 124 

 125 

Parameter AA-1100 AA-2000 AA-3000 AM-5800 
Solid concentration (wt. %) 50.3% 40.2% 35.9% 46.4% 

Side 
chains 

Type IPEG TPEG VPEG VPEG 
mol EO/side chain 25 46 68 132 
Mw (g/mol) 1100 2000 3000 5800 

Main monomer of the backbone   Acrylic      Acrylic    Acrylic     Maleic  

Table 3. Chemical structure and composition of PCE polymers 126 

 127 

3.4 Synthetic cement pore solution 128 

All clay pastes are produced using synthetic cement pore solution as the liquid 129 

phase. The solution is prepared by dissolving 14.3 g of Na2SO4, 3.05 g of NaOH and 3.00 130 

g of Ca(OH)2 in 1 litre of distilled freshly-boiled water (equivalent to 0.157 mol/l of OH-, 131 

0.278 mol/l of Na+, 0.100 mol/l of SO4
2- and 0.040 mol/l of Ca2+ concentration). The 132 

synthetic cement pore solution is always freshly prepared to avoid carbonation. 133 

 134 

4. Experimental methods 135 

4.1. Determination of PCE anionic charge 136 

Anionic charge of PCE polymers is measured by the titration of free carboxylic 137 

groups with 0.5 M KOH solution freshly standardized with sulfamic acid. Mettler-Toledo 138 



DL28 equipment is used for the titration process. 10 g of 20 wt.% PCE sample are diluted 139 

in 50 ml of distilled water and acidified with concentrated HCl, added drop by drop until 140 

a pH of 1.5 is reached. Titration with KOH is performed on the acidified samples until 141 

final pH value of 12-13 is reached. After the titration, two inflexion points are observed 142 

that correspond to the points of equivalence. The first point is attributed to the HCl surplus 143 

and the second point (located close to pH 9) is attributed to the neutralization of PCE 144 

carboxylic groups. The points of equivalence are identified using the method of 145 

incremental ratios [12]. The total PCE anionic charge is calculated using the difference 146 

in the KOH volume corresponding to the first and the second inflexion points. The PCE 147 

anionic charge results are expressed as mg KOH/g or as mol COOH/g PCE.  148 

 149 

4.2. Preparation of cement and clay pastes 150 

Clay pastes are prepared at 22 ºC by dispersing powdered Na-MNT clay in the 151 

synthetic cement pore solution at 17 wt.% concentration. The mixing process is done 152 

using a vertical shaft mixer equipped with a helical head, moving at 600 rpm. The total 153 

mixing time is four minutes, during which the admixture is added at the required dosage 154 

after the one-minute mark. Cement pastes are prepared following the same procedure as 155 

clay pastes, using a water-to-cement (w/c) mass ratio of 0.26 and dispersing cement (and 156 

clay when used) with tap water at 22 ºC. For cement pastes containing clay, both powders 157 

are dry-mixed prior to the addition of water. 158 

 159 

4.3. Measurements of paste fluidity 160 

Fluidity of cement and clay pastes is determined by the measurement of paste flow 161 

in the mini-slump test. The test uses a metallic truncated mini-cone that is 55 mm high, 162 

with an upper diameter of 19 mm and a lower diameter of 38 mm. The mini-cone is 163 



arranged on a flat, clean glass surface. It is filled with fresh paste and then compacted 164 

with a crystal rebar to evacuate trapped air. The mini-cone is then lifted to let the paste to 165 

flow onto the glass surface until the paste reaches maximum spread. The paste spread 166 

(paste flow, expressed in mm) is measured in two perpendicular directions and the 167 

average value is taken. This test is widely used to evaluate the fluidity of fresh 168 

cementitious pastes. 169 

 170 

4.4 XRPD patterns of clay pastes  171 

XRPD patterns for fresh and dried clay pastes are obtained following the 172 

experimental procedures previously described in [6]. In brief, in-situ XRPD analysis of 173 

fresh, unaltered clay pastes are performed using an MSPD diffractometer using 174 

synchrotron radiation at ALBA Synchrotron (Barcelona) and with a PANalytical X’Pert 175 

PRO MPD Cu Kα lab diffractometer (λ = 1.5418 Å). The XRPD analysis of clay pastes 176 

centrifuged and then dried for seven days at 40 ºC are performed with a Cu Kα lab 177 

diffractometer. 178 

 179 

4.5 Sorption of PCE polymers  180 

The sorbed fraction of PCE polymers is measured by determination of the total 181 

organic carbon (TOC) with Shimadzu testing equipment. Freshly prepared cement pastes 182 

containing PCE polymers are diluted with Milipore water and mixed for 30 seconds. The 183 

suspension is separated by centrifugation at 15000 rpm for 10 minutes and the obtained 184 

liquid phase is filtrated with a 0.45 µm syringe Nylon filter. The final filtrate is acidified 185 

with concentrated HCl to remove inorganic carbon and is then submitted for TOC analysis 186 

by combustion at 900 ºC. Same procedure is applied to measure PCE sorption in clay 187 

pastes prepared with synthetic cement pore solution. 188 



 189 

Previously, calibration lines of each pure PCE polymer were prepared by 190 

recording the TOC value of three different concentrations of PCE [13]. The sorbed 191 

fraction of PCE is calculated by interpolation between the calibration lines from the 192 

difference of the total PCE dosage added and the non-sorbed fraction of PCE identified 193 

in the filtrate. Results are expressed as a percentage of sorption of the total PCE dosage 194 

and/or in sorbed mg of PCE per gram of cement or clay. 195 

 196 

5. Results and discussion 197 

5.1 Identification of PCE structural configuration 198 

Table 4 shows the results of the PCE anionic charge obtained by titration. 199 

Considering an ideal structure in which the PCE backbone is exclusively composed of 200 

the main carboxylic monomer and knowing the molecular weight of the PEG/PEO side 201 

chains (reported in Table 3), the grafting ratio and the side chain frequency of each PCE 202 

is calculated from the measured anionic charge [14]. The calculated parameters are 203 

reported in Table 4.  204 

 205 

Parameter AA-1100 AA-2000 AA-3000 AM-5800 

Anionic 
charge  

mg KOH/g PCE 99 41 127 44 

mmol COOH/g PCE 1.77 0.73 2.27 0.79 

Calculated 
side chain 
structure  

Grafting ratio             
(mol side chain/mol 
carboxylic monomers)   

1 : 2.2     
(0.45) 

1 : 1.5     
(0.65) 

1 : 8.1     
(0.12) 

1 : 2.4     
(0.42) 

Side chain frequency 
(mol side chain/total 
mol in the backbone) 

0.31 0.39 0.11 0.29 

Table 4. Anionic charge and deducted side chain structure of studied PCE polymers 206 

 207 



The results presented in Table 3 indicate that the AA-2000 polymer is 208 

characterized by the highest grafting ratio, while AA-3000 possess the lowest content of 209 

side chains due to its highest anionic charge. At a comparable molecular weight, higher 210 

anionic charge values are attributed to a longer backbone length of the polymer [15]. Thus, 211 

AA-3000 and AA-1100 are polymers with presumably longer backbones than AA-2000 212 

and AM-5800. AA-1100 and AM-5800 polymers present relevant differences in anionic 213 

charge, but their grafting ratios are similar. It is important to note that the AM-5800 214 

polymer´s side chains are more than five times longer than the side chains of AA-1100, 215 

which means that there are significant differences in the structural configuration between 216 

both PCE polymers [16]. To account for the relationship between side chain length and 217 

side chain frequency, the parameter side chain density is defined as [(mol EO side chain) 218 

x (side chain frequency)]. The side chain density calculated for each PCE polymer is 219 

presented in Figure 1. 220 

 221 

 222 

 Figure 1. Side chain density values calculated for PCE polymers 223 

 224 

The results shown in Figure 1 indicates that AM-5800 is the PCE with the highest 225 

density of side chains due to the longest side chain length, despite not exhibiting the 226 

highest grafting ratio. AA-2000 is the PCE with the second highest side chain density due 227 

to its highest grafting ratio, despite a shorter side chain length than AA-3000. For AM-228 



5800 and AA-2000 polymers, it is expected that important steric repulsion will be key in 229 

determining their adsorption behaviour [17]. AA-1100 and AA-3000 polymers present 230 

the lowest side chain densities, so steric effects will be lessened. However, due to their 231 

high anionic charge, they are expected to have a higher affinity for adsorption when 232 

compared to the AA-2000 and AM-5800 polymers [18]. 233 

 234 

 235 

5.3 Dispersion ability of PCE polymers in cement pastes containing Na-MNT clay  236 

The influence of the Na-MNT clay content on the fluidity of cement pastes is 237 

displayed in Figure 2. Paste flow loss is evaluated with cement pastes containing 0.3% 238 

by cement weight (bcw) of PCE active solids and increasing quantities of Na-MNT clay 239 

(0%, 0.14%, 0.3%, 0.6% and 1.0% bcw) are added to verify its influence in the fluidity 240 

of cement pastes. Figure 2(a) presents the average values of the initial flow of cement 241 

pastes at each percentage of clay, including the standard deviation for each individual 242 

measurement. For comparison purpose, the Ca-BNS polymer is also tested at 1.2% bcw 243 

dosage (in order to balance paste fluidity at a comparable level to PCE).   244 

 245 

To provide a better comparison on the impact of clay dosage on the paste flow 246 

loss, Figure 2(b) represents the relative reduction of fluidity, calculated by dividing the 247 

average paste flow loss at each clay dosage by the paste flow value of cement paste 248 

without Na-MNT clay. Therefore, a relative value of 1 corresponds to a total fluidity loss, 249 

while a relative value of 0 means no reduction of fluidity.  250 

 251 



 252 

Figure 2. a) Paste flow results of cement pastes with different amounts of Na-MNT clay, 253 

with standard deviation; b) Relative paste flow loss at each clay dosage  254 

 255 

 The specific capability of each PCE polymer to disperse cement particles can be 256 

determined from the initial paste flow values shown in Figure 2(a) for cement paste 257 

samples without clay. AM-5800 has the highest cement dispersing capacity for the 258 

studied PCE polymers due to its longest side chains and highest side chain density [19]. 259 

AA-3000 shows similar performance to AM-5800 despite having shorter side chains and 260 

lower side chain density. This property can be attributed to AA-3000´s high anionic 261 

charge, which promotes a larger quantity of polymer adsorbed on the cement particles, 262 

generating effective dispersion. This approach is supported by the hypothesis proposed 263 

by [20], in which the global dispersing ability of PCE polymers is defined simultaneously 264 

by the dispersing capacity of PCE (as consequence of its polymeric structure) and by the 265 

total amount of polymer adsorbed on cement. The AA-2000 PCE polymer shows lower 266 

capacity for cement dispersion than AM-5800 and AA-3000, despite its high side chain 267 

density, while AA-1100 is the PCE polymer that demonstrates the lowest paste flow value. 268 

The initial fluidity of cement paste with Ca-BNS is lower than that of AA-1100, even 269 

after being dosed up to four times more. 270 



 271 

 When Na-MNT clay is added to the cement pastes, all samples present a 272 

significant decrease in their fluidity, with the reduction being most obvious in PCE 273 

polymers. The significant reduction of PCE dispersion ability can be observed in Figure 274 

2(b) for all PCE polymers, even at the lowest clay dosage (up to 22% paste flow loss for 275 

AA-3000). Ca-BNS presents a totally different profile of paste flow loss. This observation 276 

is evidence that BNS condensates have much better tolerance to MNT clays than PCE 277 

polymers [18-21], and the described linear reduction of paste flow can be attributed 278 

simply to the increase of total water demand by the addition of clay.  279 

 280 

The relative reduction of paste flow presented in Figure 2(b) also confirms and 281 

highlights that the impact on the dispersing capacity of PCE polymers produced at 282 

equivalent Na-MNT dosages is not homogeneous for the different polymer structures 283 

used. AM-5800 and AA-3000 presents the maximum paste flow loss at all clay dosages, 284 

but demonstrate a more relevant impact at low clay contents. AA-2000 shows a similar 285 

impact at a low dosage of clay, but the interference on its dispersing ability at a higher 286 

clay dosage is comparatively lower than that of AM-5800 and AA-3000. The lowest 287 

relative reduction of paste flow observed in AA-1100 at all clay dosages suggests that 288 

this PCE structure has the most reduced clay sensitivity for all PCE polymers tested. 289 

Therefore, according to the experimental paste flow results, it can be firmly stated that 290 

different PCE polymeric structures result in relevant differences on the paste flow loss of 291 

cement pastes containing Na-MNT clay. 292 

 293 

 294 

 295 



5.3 Sorption rate of PCE polymers on cement pastes containing Na-MNT clay 296 

Figure 3 presents the results of PCE sorption measurements performed just after 297 

completing the mixing process. The net sorbed amount of PCE measured on cement 298 

pastes without clay are presented in Figure 3(a), including the percentage of sorbed PCE 299 

(on total PCE dosage). Figure 3(b) shows the evolution of sorption rate measured in 300 

cement pastes including MNT clay at increasing dosages, expressed in the net amount of 301 

sorbed PCE (mg PCE/g) and in the sorption percentage on the total PCE weight.   302 

 303 

 304 

Figure 3. Net sorbed amount of PCE and percentage of sorption (including standard 305 

deviation) of; a) Cement pastes without clay; b) Cement pastes including different 306 

amounts of Na-MNT clay; 307 

 308 

The natural sorption behaviour of each PCE polymer on cement can be deducted 309 

from Figure 3(a). AA-3000, followed by AA-1100, show the highest sorption rates, so 310 

they are the PCE polymers having the greatest affinity for the cement used. This is 311 

attributed to their high anionic charge, which promotes early adsorption on cement 312 

surface [17, 22]. As expected, PCE polymers AA-2000 and AM-5800 show the lowest 313 

net sorption of polymer, in agreement with the lower anionic charge. Therefore, it 314 



indicates that the effective dispersion is produced by a lower amount of polymer than the 315 

AA-1100 and AA-3000 PCE polymer. 316 

 317 

When Na-MNT clay is added to the cement pastes, both net sorption of PCE and 318 

the sorption percentage increase. Using Figure 3(b), note that the progression of polymer 319 

sorption in cement pastes containing Na-MNT clay shows clear differences for the 320 

different PCE structures used and aligns with the paste flow results presented in Figure 2. 321 

At a low dosage of clay, AA-3000 is the PCE type presenting the highest sorption rate, 322 

which slows down from 0.3% bwc of clay upwards. The AA-1100 polymer shows 323 

opposite behaviour when compared to that of AA-3000. AA-2000 and AM-5800 324 

polymers present similar evolution of sorption rate, progressing between the levels of 325 

AA-1100 and AA-3000 up to a clay dosage level of 0.6% bwc. At this clay dosage, the 326 

sorption rate of AA-2000 and AM-5800 rises to AA-3000 values. At 1.0% clay dosage, 327 

AM-5800 shows the highest sorption within all the PCE polymers and AA-2000 and AA-328 

1100 present similar values than that of AA-3000.  In any case, at 1.0% bwc clay dosage 329 

all PCE polymers present comparable results of net sorption around 3.0 mg/g. It means 330 

that the sorbed fraction of PCE already reaches nearly 100%, as observed in Figure 3(b). 331 

The level of sorbed fraction indicates that the PCE admixture is under clear stoichiometric 332 

limiting conditions, so that there is not enough polymer to interact with all the sorption 333 

sites available in both the cement and clay colloids. Thus, any possible differences 334 

between sorption rates of each PCE structure cannot be identified from this clay dosage. 335 

 336 

5.4 Expansion of Na-MNT clay by in-situ XRPD analysis on fresh clay pastes 337 

In-situ XRPD analysis on fresh, unaltered clay pastes evaluates the evolution of 338 

the interlaminar space dimension (d001) for Na-MNT clay produced by different dosages 339 



of PCE polymers. XRPD patterns are recorded at 0%, 2%, 5%, 13%, 50%, 100% and 340 

220% dosage of PCE polymer by weight of clay. Table 5 displays the results of d-spacing 341 

(expressed in Å) corresponding to the main peaks identified by in-situ XRPD for each 342 

PCE polymer at each clay dosage tested (excluding equivalent peaks being second order 343 

reflections). Table 5 includes the results of d-spacing obtained by the traditional method 344 

of XRPD measurements. These results are displayed in Figure 4(a) as a function of PCE 345 

dosage. Figure 4(b) represents the d-spacing results obtained using the traditional testing 346 

methodology on centrifuged and dried clay pastes of equivalent composition. 347 

 348 

Table 5. Interlayer d-spacing (Å) from main peaks by in situ XRPD analysis; a) On 349 

fresh, unaltered clay pastes; b) On centrifuged and dried clay pastes 350 

  351 

Treatment 
method 

PCE  
(wt.% clay) 

Main 
peaks 

PCE type 
AA-1100 AA-2000 AA-3000 AM-5800 

Fresh, unaltered 
clay pastes 

0 Peak 3 18.5 
2 Peak 1 21.6 21.7 21.6 21.6 
5 Peak 1 46.4 43.2 65.8 44.1 

13 Peak 1 48.7 47.6 66.9 51.5 
Peak 3 -- 18.3 18.3 18.3 

50 
Peak 1 55.2 61.5 67.0 64.4 
Peak 2 -- 44.8 -- 41.7 
Peak 3 -- 18.3 18.3 18.3 

100 
Peak 1 56.1 64.6 76.0 72.5 
Peak 2 -- 45.2 42.1 45.7 
Peak 3 -- 18.3 18.3 18.3 

220 
Peak 1 58.9 69.7 80.9 78.5 
Peak 2 -- -- 43.0 -- 
Peak 3 -- 18.3 18.3 18.3 

Centrifuged and 
dried clay pastes 

0 Peak 1 15.4 
5 Peak 1 18.4 17.9 17.6 17.7 
13 Peak 1 18.6 18.4 18.7 17.9 
50 Peak 1 20.7 20.6 20.6 20.7 
100 Peak 1 20.8 20.7 20.7 20.8 
220 Peak 1 21.0 20.7 21.1 20.7 



 352 

Figure 4. Expansion (d-spacing – d001 evolution) for Na-MNT clay from XRPD-SAXS 353 

patterns; a) On fresh clay pastes by in-situ XRPD; b) On centrifuged and dried clay pastes  354 

 355 

 Observed in Figure 4(a) that the measured d-spacing evolution for fresh pastes 356 

progresses to much larger values in comparison to the results presented in Figure 4(b), 357 

where XRPD measurements are performed on centrifuged and dried pastes. XRPD 358 

patterns obtained on dried clay pastes show maximum d-spacing value close to 21 Å for 359 

all PCE polymers tested, independent of their polymeric structure. These expansion rates 360 

are in agreement with results reported in other publications using the same experimental 361 

methodology [1-4]. In addition, there is no difference in d-spacing values for all PCE 362 

polymers upwards of the 50% dosage, where stationary state is reached. 363 

 364 

The d-spacing variations measured using in-situ XRPD on fresh, unaltered clay 365 

pastes demonstrate a more complex absorption pattern (see Figure 4(a)). Larger d-spacing 366 

values are recorded, indicating that a higher degree of side-chain intercalation is possible. 367 

It also indicates clear dependence on the PCE dosage [6]. Furthermore, one can observe 368 

that the evolution of clay expansion progresses differently for each PCE polymer, 369 

indicating that the polymeric structure has a more relevant role in the intercalation process 370 

than that previously suggested by the results reported by XRPD analysis on dried pastes. 371 



Therefore, in agreement with our previous publication [6], it can be stated that this 372 

methodology, in which diffraction data is taken in the clay powder obtained from 373 

centrifuged and dried PCE-treated clay pastes, likely giving incorrect results. This 374 

conclusion is in agreement with [23], which used molecular dynamics simulation of 375 

ethylene glycol intercalation in montmorillonite clay. 376 

 377 

Figure 4(a) describes a common model of d-spacing evolution for all the PCE 378 

polymers tested. The most significant changes in d-spacing are observed at a low dosage 379 

of PCE (from 2% to 13%). Despite describing all PCE types as a common profile of clay 380 

expansion, each polymeric structure shows a particular evolution of d-spacing. When the 381 

PCE dosage is higher than 50%, d-spacing variations tend to converge towards a nearly 382 

constant value, thus describing a stationary state. Each structure also demonstrates unique 383 

behaviour at the PCE dosage required to reach the stationary state and at the maximum 384 

d-spacing value produced at the stationary state. 385 

 386 

The AA-3000 polymer shows the maximum clay expansion at low PCE dosage 387 

and its d-spacing at stationary state is the largest for all PCE polymers tested, 80 Å. AM-388 

5800 shows a d-spacing value at stationary state similar than that of AA-3000, but it is 389 

reached more progressively. The d-spacing evolution for AA-2000 at low PCE dosage 390 

progresses like AM-5800, but at a higher PCE dosage, it stabilizes earlier and on a lower 391 

value, 70 Å. AA-1100 is the polymer presenting the lowest d-spacing value, 60 Å, in the 392 

stationary state. Experimental results suggest that side chain length is controlling 393 

maximum d-spacing, so the higher expansion level affordable by the clay, which is larger 394 

for polymers with longer side chains. Nevertheless, no variation is observed between AA-395 

3000 and AM-5800, presenting maximum d-spacings close to 80 Å. It is hypothesized 396 



that 80 Å is the maximum expansion that this clay can support to hold the integrity of the 397 

laminar structure, making further expansion impossible. 398 

 399 

 Figure 4(a) also reports the coexistence of various specimens with different 400 

degrees of side-chain intercalation, according the mechanism proposed by [6]. This 401 

phenomenon is only observed from 50% PCE dosage and higher and could be related to 402 

clay exfoliation. In any case, these specimens cannot be identified by XRPD analysis on 403 

dried clay pastes. 404 

 405 

5.5 Exfoliation of Na-MNT induced by PCE polymers 406 

Clay exfoliation is based on the progressive delamination of individual sheets 407 

forming the pristine clay particle and yields smaller clay particles with a reduced number 408 

of stacked plates [24]. The maximum level of exfoliation generates two-plates clay 409 

structures (the minimum configuration for clay nature) and even releases isolated plates 410 

[25]. For each layer delaminated from the primary clay particle, exfoliation produces a 411 

theoretical increase of the basal surface equivalent to double of the original. Therefore, 412 

due to the high ratio between the basal surface and edge surface that is typical of 413 

montmorillonite clays, exfoliation produces a huge increase in the total exposed clay 414 

surface available for adsorption [26-28].  415 

 416 

When exfoliation occurs, one can hypothesize that it produces a reorganization of 417 

PCE units already absorbed into the interlaminar space. It looks coherent since the new 418 

active sites created on the new released basal surface of clay will demand further polymer 419 

for adsorption. Thus, PCE units already intercalated could be partially de-absorbed and 420 

migrate to occupy the vacant adsorption positions located in the new external basal 421 



surface created by exfoliation [28]. Therefore, clay exfoliation distortions the ratio 422 

between PCE content and the total reactive clay surface. In stoichiometry terms, the 423 

reactant PCE is moved towards limiting conditions. This statement is consistent with the 424 

simultaneous occurrence of new clay specimens having lower intercalation degree than 425 

that of the main unexfoliated main clay specimen. Moreover, exfoliation is a dynamic 426 

process of known kinetics, so it takes time to attain the equilibrium configuration [29]. 427 

 428 

For the specific Na-MNT clay used in this study, it is noted that from 80 Å, the 429 

structure of clay based on stacked plates is almost lost and, in parallel, exfoliation only 430 

begins if the interlayer d-spacing exceeds 60 Å. This behaviour suggests that the 431 

electrostatic forces stabilizing the layered structure become too weak between layers from 432 

beginning at 60 Å and they are almost largely ineffective upwards of 80 Å [30, 31]. In 433 

between these two distances, delamination of the peripheral layers from the primary clay 434 

particle is produced and new, additional basal surface is released, according the schematic 435 

representation shown in Figure 5.   436 

 437 

 438 

Figure 5. Representation of MNT clay exfoliation and impact on the exposed, accessible 439 

basal and edge surface (adapted from [26]) 440 

 441 

The simultaneous coexistence of clay specimens with different interlayer d-442 

spacing is observed for all the PCE polymers except AA-1100. It is the polymer having 443 



the shortest side chain length and its d-spacing at the stationary state is lower than 60 Å, 444 

making it the smallest of all polymers tested. Thus, it is assumed that no relevant clay 445 

exfoliation is produced for AA-1100 (regardless of the release of isolated clay plates). 446 

Clay pastes with AA-2000 and AM-5800 polymers present the earliest exfoliation 447 

signature at 50% dosage, due to the highest side chain density. For both polymers, new 448 

released clay specimens with d-spacing values of 40-45 Å can be observed 449 

simultaneously to the main clay specimen having a larger d-spacing. For 220% dosage of 450 

AA-2000 and AM-5800, clay specimens with 40-45 Å d-spacing are no longer observed 451 

and only a specimen with 18.3 Å d-spacing coexists with the main clay specimen. With 452 

the AA-3000 polymer, clay exfoliation also produces new specimens with 42 Å interlayer 453 

d-spacing. Unlike AA-2000 and AM-5800, it is not observed until 100% dosage and it 454 

remains visible at 220% dosage, while the peak at 18.3 Å is not observed at any time. It 455 

is evident that the clay exfoliation induced by AA-3000 progresses differently than that 456 

of AA-2000 and AM-5800 polymers.    457 

 458 

Thus, the study concludes that PCE polymers with higher side chain density 459 

promote clay exfoliation more quickly and extensively than polymers such as AA-3000 460 

that have large side chains but reduced side chain density. Nevertheless, for AA-1100, no 461 

exfoliation signatures can be observed despite having a higher side chain density than 462 

AA-3000. This result suggests that side chains of 1100 g/mol are not large enough to 463 

induce clay exfoliation. One could also propose that clay exfoliation not only depends on 464 

side chain density, but also on side chain length.  465 

 466 

To support the interpretation of clay exfoliation and its consequences, Kratky plots 467 

from the in-situ XRPD patterns of AM-5800 polymer are presented in Figure 6(a). The 468 



diffraction patterns of AM-5800 obtained by in-situ XRPD analysis are presented in 469 

Figure 6(b). 470 

 471 

 472 

Figure 6. a) Kratky plot for AM-5800 patterns; b) in-situ XRPD patterns of clay pastes 473 

with AM-5800 polymer 474 

 475 

The representation of Kratky plots for Na-MNT clay with an increasing dosage of 476 

AM-5800 polymer allows for the identification of up to three peaks corresponding to clay 477 

specimens with different degrees of intercalation. Peak 1 corresponds to the main clay 478 

specimen with the largest d-spacing, associated to a higher number of intercalated side 479 

chains [6]. It can be observed that Peak 1 is not present when clay paste does not contain 480 

any PCE and it is visible only in pastes containing a PCE polymer. Peak 1 is present at 481 

every PCE dosage but is being displaced as the polymer dosage increases. Peak 2 refers 482 

to clay specimens with 42-46 Å interlayer d-spacing. This peak is not present in the clay 483 

pastes without a PCE polymer. Contrary to Peak 1, it is not fully recognized at the 13% 484 

PCE dosage. Peak 2 becomes visible at the AM-5800 dosages of 50% and 100% and 485 

demonstrates higher intensity at 100% than at 50%. At 220% dosage Peak 2 becomes 486 

negligible, meaning that the corresponding clay specimens with 42-46 Å d-spacing are 487 

nearly absent, likely due to additional exfoliations. Peak 3 at 18.5 Å is characteristic of 488 



Na-MNT clay in calcium alkaline solution in the absence of PCE polymers. This d-489 

spacing size is associated to three water molecules absorbed in the interlayer region [10]. 490 

Peak 3, originally at 18.5 Å, remains always visible but it is being displaced to 18.3 Å 491 

when clay pastes include a PCE polymer. This d-spacing size is compatible with two 492 

layers of water molecules surrounding one layer of PEG/PEO side chain intercalated [32]. 493 

This means the minimum configuration possible for PCE intercalation since only one 494 

single side chain is absorbed. As seen in Figure 6(a), the intensity of Peak 3 is similar at 495 

13%, 50% and 100% dosage, but it increases at 220%. This behaviour suggests that at a 496 

220% dosage of AM-5800, the clay specimen with the minimum configuration of side 497 

chains intercalation is present in relevant amounts. This is a result of thinner clay particles 498 

that are produced by multiple delamination of the Na-MNT clay, which leads the PCE 499 

polymer to limiting stoichiometric balance against the enlarged clay surface.   500 

 501 

One can observe that the shape of all peaks in the Kratky plots from Figure 6(a) 502 

becomes broader at an increased PCE dosage. This characteristic is observed in all the 503 

PCE polymers tested and is attributed to the increased content of structural defects 504 

including turbostratic disorder by layer stacking [4]. This phenomenon is represented in 505 

Figure 7. 506 

 507 

 508 

Figure 7. Illustration of turbostratic disorder by layer stacking (adapted from [33]) 509 

 510 



Since the distance between clay plates enlarges when the PCE dosage is increased, 511 

it makes sense to suggest that turbostratic disorder increases when the interlaminar space 512 

is being expanded by the intercalation of PCE side chains. Under these conditions, clay 513 

exfoliation can be produced more easily [31]. Thus, it is hypothesized that the 514 

intercalation of PCE side chains has the capacity to promote exfoliation of 515 

montmorillonite clay and, as it is observed, this capacity increases in PCE polymers 516 

composed by large side chains and having high side chain density. An analogue behaviour 517 

is described in [34-38] by studying the effects of the length of linear PEO (poly-ethylene 518 

oxide) polymers for the synthesis of organo-clay nanocomposites from exfoliated clays, 519 

concluding that the longer the polymer chain, the higher the intercalation and the greater 520 

the exfoliation. 521 

 522 

Observing the diffraction patterns presented in Figure 6(b), the initial d060 peak, 523 

key to following the intralayer structure of MNT clays, does not change at any PCE 524 

dosage. This firmly indicates that the polymer intercalation in the interlaminar space is 525 

produced along the c-axis (layer stacking), while the intralayer structure, the ab plane, 526 

does not change [10]. It means that the structural alterations produced by PCE 527 

intercalation only affects the layer arrangement forming the clay colloid; meanwhile, the 528 

structure of the single clay plates remains unaltered [39]. 529 

 530 

5.6 Saturation dosage of Na-MNT clay by intercalation of PCE side chains  531 

Observing the evolution of the interlayer d-spacing from Figure 4(a) at the low 532 

dosage range of PCE admixture (at low PCE/clay ratio, where PCE is the limiting 533 

reactant), it can be noticed that the PCE polymers with the highest anionic charge (AA-534 

3000 and AA-1100) produce a faster d-spacing increase. Thus, at low PCE/clay ratio, 535 



PCE polymers with a high anionic charge can intercalate larger number of side chain 536 

layers and reach the stationary state at lower PCE dosage, likely promoted by their higher 537 

adsorption affinity. 538 

 539 

The saturation of the interlaminar space of the clay by PCE intercalation is 540 

described as the dosage of PCE needed to reach the stationary state (the state in which the 541 

d-spacing remains nearly static in response to additional PCE dosage). According to 542 

multiple intercalation mechanism proposed by [6], it is assumed to be the point at which 543 

the interlaminar space of MNT clay is saturated by intercalated PEO/PEG side chains, so 544 

almost no further units can be easily absorbed. Figure 8(a) presents how the saturation 545 

dosage (Dsat, expressed as the percentage of PCE in the weight of clay) is calculated from 546 

the intersection point of the two lines, defined by the initial increase of d-spacing 547 

produced at a low dosage of PCE and the stationary state line. Figure 8(b) displays the 548 

results of the saturation dosage - Dsat calculated for each studied PCE polymer. 549 

 550 

 551 

Figure 8. a) Methodology for Dsat – saturation dosage calculation; b) Dsat – saturation 552 

dosage of each PCE; c) Correlation between saturation dosage and PCE anionic charge 553 

 554 

Since the anionic charge defines the affinity of PCE polymers to interact with the 555 

clay surface, a relationship between Dsat –saturation dosage and the PCE anionic charge 556 



is expected. As seen in Figure 8(c), the saturation dosage can be correlated with the PCE 557 

anionic charge. This relationship indicates that the saturation dosage decreases when the 558 

anionic charge of a PCE polymer increases but converges to a minimum residual value. 559 

The reported type of relationship between the saturation dosage and PCE anionic charge 560 

seems more likely than just a linear correlation as this would mean that PCE polymers 561 

with very high anionic charge would reach a saturation dosage equal to 0. That would 562 

imply that for practical purposes, there would be no intercalation. 563 

 564 

5.7 Sorption isotherms of PCE polymers on MNT clay  565 

The results of the net sorbed amount of PCE measured in clay pastes containing 566 

increasing PCE dosages are presented in Table 6. To identify the relative variations in the 567 

sorption rate at each PCE dosage, Figure 9(a,b) displays the relative incremental of sorbed 568 

PCE (Srel). It is calculated using the expression ΔS(x)rel= (Sx-Sy)/(Dx-Dy), where ΔS(x)rel 569 

means the relative incremental of sorption at a PCE dosage of Dx (expressed as mg PCE/g 570 

clay), Sx is the sorbed amount at the Dx dosage and Sy is the sorbed amount at the previous 571 

PCE dosage (Dy).  572 

 573 

Table 6. Net sorbed amount of PCE in clay pastes with increasing PCE dosages, 574 

including the standard deviation of the experimental results 575 

 576 

PCE dosage            
(% by weight of clay) 

Net sorbed amount of PCE on clay (mg/g) 
AA-1100 AA-2000 AA-3000 AM-5800 

0% 0 0 0 0 
2% 19 ± 3 17 ± 2 20 ± 1 18 ± 3 
5% 48 ± 6 36 ± 4 50 ± 2 43 ± 5 
13% 90 ± 8 68 ± 6 107 ± 9 75 ± 3 
50% 163 ± 13 143 ± 10 181 ± 6 188 ± 14 

100% 204 ± 9 226 ± 15 228 ± 12 243 ± 11 
150% 216 ± 12 259 ± 13 243 ± 16 290 ± 19 
220% 218 ± 11 277 ± 13 263 ± 17 308 ± 21 



 577 

Figure 9. Relative incremental of sorption (ΔSrel) at each PCE dosage; a) From 2% to 578 

13% PCE dosage; b) From 50% to 220% PCE dosage 579 

 580 

Interestingly, the relative incremental of sorbed PCE presented in Figure 9 is 581 

consistent with both the expansion profile of the clay and the exfoliation behaviour 582 

deducted from the XRPD patterns. At a low PCE/clay dosage ratio (Figure 9(a)), the PCE 583 

polymers with a higher anionic charge (AA-1100 and AA-3000) experience the greatest 584 

incremental of sorption, showing ΔSrel values close to 1. It means that nearly 100% of the 585 

added polymer is being sorbed by the clay. It is the expected trend because the affinity 586 

for adsorption is driven by the PCE anionic charge. Conversely, when PCE/clay dosage 587 

ratio increases, Figure 9(b) demonstrates that the greatest relative incremental of sorption 588 

is experienced by the AA-2000 and AA-5800 polymers. These are the PCE polymers with 589 

the highest side chain density, thus the polymers that are expected to promote the greatest 590 

clay exfoliation. Therefore, the trend observed in the sorption rates supports the proposed 591 

interpretation in regards of the consequences of the new, additional basal clay surface 592 

released by exfoliation. 593 

 594 

 595 

 596 



5.8 Intercalation degree of PCE side chains 597 

The number of PEO/PEG side chain units intercalated into Na-MNT clay can be 598 

calculated from the d-spacing results following the methodology proposed in [6]. Figure 599 

10 presents the intercalation degrees (nPEG) obtained for PCE polymers at each tested 600 

dosage, including the main clay specimen and the clay specimens likely originated by 601 

exfoliation.  602 

 603 

 604 

Figure 10. Intercalation degrees (nPEG) of PCE side chains into Na-MNT clay 605 

 606 

It is interesting to see that there are some preferred degrees of intercalation 607 

present in almost all PCE polymers. For the clay sample used, these preferred degrees are 608 

nPEG= 6-7 and nPEG= 9-10. Conversely, intercalation degrees corresponding to 3, 4 and 5 609 

units of PEO/PEG side chains are not observed in any case. This behaviour suggests that 610 

some intercalation degrees are more stable than others and they are presumably defined 611 

by the properties of the clay and not by the PCE polymer. 612 

 613 

For all the new clay specimens produced by exfoliation, two intercalation degrees 614 

are only identified. The first observed specimen from exfoliation always presents six units 615 



of intercalated side chains (nPEG= 6). This intercalation degree is visible for all the PCE 616 

polymers that are able to produce clay exfoliation (AA-2000, AA-3000 and AM-5800) 617 

but it is also commonly observed in the main, unexfoliated clay specimens, which 618 

suggests that it is a very stable configuration. Further exfoliation generates clay 619 

specimens with only one single intercalated side-chain layer (nPEG= 1, at18.3 Å d-spacing), 620 

which corresponds to the minimum possible configuration of intercalation. The 621 

intercalation degree nPEG= 1 is exclusively observed in PCE polymers with high side chain 622 

density like AA-2000 and AM-5800 and it is not present in AA-3000, which only 623 

produces exfoliated specimens with nPEG= 6 (six intercalated side-chain layers).  624 

 625 

Using Figure 10, it is also observed that a 2% dosage of any of the PCE polymers 626 

always produce the same intercalation degree of nPEG= 2, with two units of side chains 627 

intercalated. Therefore, considering that the Na-MNT clay dispersed in calcium alkaline 628 

media presents an interlayer d-spacing equivalent to three water molecule layers absorbed 629 

into the interlaminar space [10] and, in parallel, the intercalation degree produced at the 630 

lowest PCE dosage always corresponds to two units of side chains (nPEG= 2), it  suggests 631 

that the mechanism of side chain intercalation is not based on the replacement of the 632 

absorbed water layers, but by the insertion of the PEO/PEG side chains in between the 633 

water layers that are already absorbed.  634 

 635 

6. Interpretation of the intercalation mechanism of PCE side chains 636 

 It has been observed that the anionic charge of PCE is the main driver force 637 

defining the PCE dosage to saturate the interlaminar space of the clay. PCE polymers 638 

with higher anionic charge promote the adsorption of polymer on the clay surface, 639 

allowing it to reach the saturation dosage sooner. In parallel, PCE polymers with longer 640 



side chain length and especially those with higher side chain density have an increased 641 

tendency to produce clay exfoliation. Therefore, for these polymeric structures, a greater 642 

fluidity loss and a higher level of sorption is expected due to the generation of new basal 643 

surface area produced when clay exfoliates. In this way, the results of relative reduction 644 

of paste flow presented in Figure 2(b) and the relative incremental of sorption presented 645 

in Figure 9(b) for AA-2000 and AA-5800 polymers match with this hypothesis, since 646 

these are the polymers with the highest side chain density. Conversely, the AA-1100 647 

polymer, having reduced side chain density and the shortest side chains, shows the lowest 648 

degree of intercalation. This behaviour aligns with the lowest reduction of paste flow 649 

observed in Figure 2(b) and with the lowest sorption rate at high dosage of AA-1100, in 650 

Figure 9(b). Nevertheless, the AA-3000 polymer, having lower side chain density than 651 

AA-1100, demonstrates a fluidity loss profile more similar to AM-5800 than that of the 652 

AA-1100. This behaviour of the AA-3000 polymer can be attributed to its side chain 653 

length (which falls in between those of polymers AA-2000 and AM-5800).  Consequently, 654 

it can be proposed that the clay exfoliation induced by the intercalation of PCE polymers 655 

depends on the concentration of side chains in the edge opening between clay plates 656 

(being higher in the case of high side chain density) and on the capacity of the side chains 657 

to penetrate into the interlaminar space (being deeper in the case of large side chains [40]). 658 

This interpretation is consistent with the relative incremental of sorption presented in 659 

Figure 9(b) for the AA-300 polymer. 660 

 661 

 Based on this reasoned hypothesis, a model for the intercalation behaviour of PCE 662 

side chains into Na-MNT clay is presented in Figure 11 considering the adsorption 663 

location of the polymer. Since MNT clays that are dispersed in alkaline cement pore 664 

solution cumulates anionic charges in both the edge surface (by the ionization of the 665 



silanol, aluminate pH dependant terminals) and the basal surface (by the ionization of 666 

soluble cations balancing the permanent charges induced by octahedral substitution) [41-667 

44], it is assumed that PCE polymers can be adsorbed on both clay locations. 668 

 669 

 670 

Figure 11. Intercalation models of side chains of PCE polymers depending on the 671 

adsorption location of the PCE on the Na-MNT clay surfaces (not at scale) 672 

 673 

 PCE units adsorbed on the edge surface -case (a) in Figure 11- will be easily 674 

intercalated, since the distance to the interlayer openings is reduced and accessible, even 675 

for PCE having short side chains. The side chains of PCE units adsorbed in the basal 676 

surface of Na-MNT clay also can be intercalated if the location of adsorption is near the 677 

edge area -case (b) in Figure 10-, since the rotation of -C-O-C- bonds allows the side 678 

chains to be displayed optimally for intercalation.  When the PCE units are adsorbed in 679 

the central locations of the basal surface -case (c)-, intercalation will only be possible if 680 

PCE side chains are long enough to rotate and reach the interlayer openings. Since the 681 

typical thickness/width ratio for montmorillonite clay is up to 1/200 [45], most PCE units 682 

adsorbed on the basal planes will be located too far to intercalate their side chains, except 683 

for PCE polymers with very long side chains. This hypothesis justifies the behaviour of 684 

the AA-3000 polymer, which shows the largest d-spacing at the stationary state with 685 



similar value to AM-5800. The same argument is valid for AA-1100, which presents the 686 

lowest d-spacing, since the accessibility to the interlaminar spaces is restricted by its short 687 

side chains. The stationary d-spacing for AA-2000 is larger than AA-1100, but lower than 688 

both AA-3000 and AM-5800, despite having the highest side chain density. Once again, 689 

the same interpretation fits because AA-2000 contains shorter side chains than AA-3000 690 

and AM-5800 but longer than AA-1100, thus limiting the intercalation of PCE units 691 

adsorbed on the basal surface of the clay but in a lesser extent than for AA-1100. 692 

 693 

7. Conclusions 694 

Using In-situ XRPD analysis on fresh, unaltered MNT pastes containing PCE-695 

based superplasticizers, a new scenario for the intercalation behaviour of PCE side chains 696 

is revealed. The influence of the polymeric structure of the PCE on the intercalation 697 

behaviour can be distinguished from the d-spacing results and the experimental data of 698 

clay expansion allows for the establishment of a logic relationship with the results of paste 699 

flow loss and sorption behaviour.  700 

 701 

Contrary to conclusions drawn from XRPD analysis performed on dried clay 702 

pastes, in-situ XRPD analysis on fresh, unaltered clay pastes confirms that the polymeric 703 

structure of PCE-based superplasticizers has a key role in the progression of the side chain 704 

intercalation and the evolution of the interlayer d-spacing, while meeting alignment with 705 

the experimental results of paste flow and sorption rate. The major parameters of the 706 

structure of PCE polymers influencing on the intercalation behaviour into Na-MNT clay 707 

are identified below: 708 

 709 



- When the PCE/clay ratio is high, clay exfoliation is produced, generating 710 

additional exposed, accessible clay surface. It forces a reorganization of PCE 711 

arrangement around the clay colloid. As consequence of clay exfoliation, there is 712 

an amplified impact on the fluidity loss. Experimental results of paste flow loss in 713 

cement pastes at low clay dosage support this scenario. 714 

- PCE polymers with high side chain density produces earlier and more severe 715 

exfoliation, leading to an increase of fluidity loss even at a very high PCE/clay 716 

ratio (in which a very low amount of clay is present in the cement pastes). 717 

- Maximum d-spacing (stationary d-spacing) is produced at the stationary state, 718 

when the PCE/clay ratio is highest. Stationary d-spacing is larger for PCE 719 

polymers having long side chains but is restricted by the stability of the clay 720 

structure (which exfoliates from a certain d-spacing value). 721 

- When the PCE/clay ratio is low, d-spacing progression is controlled by the 722 

adsorption capacity, thus, by the anionic charge of the PCE polymer. Polymers 723 

with a higher anionic charge saturate the interlaminar space of the clay at a lower 724 

PCE/clay ratio. 725 

 726 

Consequently, examining the d-spacing perspective, a consistent explanation has 727 

been found to justify that the PCE polymers with large side chains and high side chain 728 

density present higher sensitivity to MNT clays than PCE structures with shorter side 729 

chains and reduced side chain density. It match with the behaviour observed with the AA-730 

1100 polymer, which is the PCE with the lowest sensitivity to MNT clay within all 731 

polymers used. 732 

 733 



Additionally, a new model is presented that explains the relationship between the 734 

structure of PCE polymers and the intercalation mechanism of side chains into MNT clays. 735 

This model is endorsed by the consistency between experimental results of paste flow and 736 

sorption rate and the d-spacing values obtained by in-situ XRPD measurements. 737 

 738 

To complement this investigation and its corresponding conclusions, additional 739 

research is suggested to identify the influence of the PCE molecular weight in the 740 

intercalation behaviour. In addition, the potential influence of Na-MNT properties in the 741 

d-spacing evolution has not been investigated (either the octahedral substitution rate or 742 

shape and size of clay particles). Finally, the potential impact of mixing speed and shear 743 

energy and their influence on clay exfoliation and side chains intercalation degree is a 744 

topic for investigation. 745 
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